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Learning Objective 3: 

Learn how to recognize and respond when someone wants too 
much private information (won’t leave you alone, threatens you, or 
offers to send you gifts). 
 
Estimated Lesson Time:  30 minutes 
 
 
Materials needed:  

Internet Privacy Activity Page 
Pen or pencil 
 
 
Activity: 

Teacher: 
 

“The Internet should be fun, but we can never forget that it 
is a world of its own with all kinds of people.  And you 
simply cannot ever know whether the people you are 
chatting with are who they say they are.  
 
One thing to watch out for is any adult who wants to chat 
online with you a lot.  Most adults like kids, but most 
adults have adult friends and spend their time online with 
other adults.  The sad fact is that some of those people try 
to use the ‘Net’ to fish for information about kids.” 
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Internet Privacy Activity Page [Teacher’s Copy] 

 
 
How can you decide when someone on the Internet is fishing 
(“phishing”) for private information about you? 
 
 

When someone is fishing for your private or secret information, they ask personal 
questions to get to know things about you.  Give examples: 

 ________________________ 

 ________________________ 

 ________________________ 

 ________________________ 

 
After the students write their lists, ask them to share with the class.  Be sure that they 
include these things: 

 
They ask: 
 

 Your name 
 Your phone number 
 Your address 
 Your school 
 Your age 
 Whether you are alone 
 Questions about your body 
 Questions about sex 
 For a picture of you 
 To video chat or FaceTime 

 
They may send:  

 Pictures of themselves or others without clothing 
 The names of other people who want to meet you 
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Name: _________________________ 
 

Internet Privacy Activity Page  

 
 
How can you decide when someone on the Internet is fishing 
(“phishing”) for private information about you? 
 
 
 

When someone is fishing for your private information, they ask personal things about 
you.  Give examples: 

 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 

When someone is fishing for your private information, they may send you things, too. 
Give examples: 

 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
 
 ________________________ 
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Student Assessment/Reflection: 

The teacher must emphasize that Internet messages and chats are 
not a joke.  Real kids have been hurt because they have been in 
chat rooms or exchanged messages with dangerous people. 
 

Some kids have been hurt, or have hurt themselves, because of 
Internet bullying.  Give examples of people who have pretended 
to be someone else and the consequences of this behavior. 
 

The BEST response if you meet someone suspicious on the 
Internet is to stop communicating:  GTG (Got to Go). And tell a 
safe adult. 
 
Ask the class if they have had “weird” experiences online.  If the 
teacher hears something she doesn’t like, speak with the child after 
class.  The teacher may have to tell parents if they hear something 
dangerous. 
 

Closing Prayer:  

Teacher: 
 

“Let’s end our lesson with the Word of God and a word of 
prayer.” 

 

“Anyone who belongs to Christ Jesus and wants to 
live right will have trouble from others.  But bad 
people who pretend to be what they are not will 
become worse than ever, as they fool others and are 
fooled themselves.  Keep on being faithful to what 
you were taught and to what you believed.  After all, 
you know who taught you these things.”  [2 Timothy 
3:12–14] 

 
“Let us pray” (pause for silence). 
“O God, you are always faithful and all your words are true 
Save us from bad people who pretend to be good,  
and help us to live and do what is right. 
We ask this through Christ our Lord.  Amen!”  


